IN MEMORIAM
LOUIS ROSENTHAL
May 7, 1964
"After my death, weep thus for me.
There was a man and now he is no more.
Before his time did this man die,
His life's song not yet finished,
And now it is gone, forever gone. II
Louis Rosenthal knew and loved these lines from the poem of the greatest
Hebrew poet of the last 1.000 years. Chaim Nahman Bialik. He felt that
they were the epitaph for every creative artist, at whatever age life
forsakes him. He was too wise to harbor the illusion that any man can
bring his destiny to full circle. Steeped in the lessons of history.
he knew that even heroic daring and achievement carried within them the
seed of incompleteness, and of the ultimate futility of human strutting.
He expressed this realization in one of his larger carvings, 17hree
Generals. Alexander, Caesar and Napoleon, Carrying a Dead Victory".
Measured In time, louis Rosenthal's Iife exceeded by six years the
Psalmist's view of our allotted span of seventy years. In his physical
existence, he spanned two continents, from his native Lithuanian village
of Plungyan, where he was born in 1888, to Hollywood, California, which
he visited briefly in 1929. His restless, surging mind, however, encompassed five thousand years of history, folklore, literature and
mythology. His memory'was as keen as his eye and stories from Rabbinic
literature which he heard or read as a child, inspired him with image
after image for his wax figurines. The prophetic moralists of "the Bible
jostled in his imagination against Greek mythological figures and dryads
of surpassing grace and suppleness.
It was my good fortune to have been his friend during the past twenty
years. Every meeting, whether for half an hour or three hours, was
electrically charged. There were lightning flashes of faintly heretical
questions, bits of lore drawn from the dep~hs of memory. and above all,
the anguish of an insatiable hunger to read, to learn, to discover. In
more recent years, he would come an hour early for an appointment, so
as to browse in our library. When he sat before a book, it seemed as if
all his pores were open to absorb its words and ideas.
This is not the place or the occasion to speak of Louis Rosenthal, the
artist. He was far greater than we appreciated, and deserved better at
our hands, in warmth and friendship, in love and in sheer help. Of a
certainty, he was not an easy person to live with. as his wife and children
knew best.
He was dogged by ill fortune. Many important commIssions were cancelled
after considerable work had been done, because of the death of the person
to be honored or because of a sudden change in the affairs of nations.
After many years of struggle, he achieved fame and success for a few
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fleeting years, when Sir Alyn Williams, world famous painter of miniatures,
discovered him in 1923 and introduced him to the world. Thereupon. Baltimore recognized him. Between 1923 and 1929, he was hailed and exhibited,
acclaimed and his works purchased. But the depression of 1929 brought him
low again and he never regained his merited position or a fraction of the
rewards due his great talents.
There were those who wished and tried to help, but they were unable to
cope with the seething, swirling tides that surged within him. It was
said that he alienated his friends. and there was a time when he felt forsaken and pursued. Let us now ask forgiveness in that we were unequal to
the challenge and could not muster the understanding and love which the
man and the occasion required.
It was for his family that he suffered, not for himself. He had almost
no personal wants other than the tools and materials with which to work.
Few were the days even in the cold of winter, when he wore an overcoat.
He seldom spent money for carfare. Walking five to seven miles from home
to studio and then back, was routine. He was pained when he could not
provide adequate subsistence for his wife and three children. He gave
them abundantly of his love and was overly zealous in his concern for
their well-being. They never went hungry, thanks to the extra-large ledger
sheets on which butcher and grocer could record the accumulated indebtedness.
Such are the vagaries of fashion that globs of paint thrown or shot onto
a canvas command fabulous prices, even as they hide the good, clean walls
of museums, while the delicate, moving, profoundly thoughtful or ironic
sculptures of this strange man of genius were sought, if at all, at
bargain basement prices.
Our affluent times are good to artists, but unhappy the lot of the artist
who is too late or too soon for his contemporaries. And so Louis Rosenthal
was bitter at times and exhausted with disappointment on occasion. But
not for long. He was an irrepressible dreamer. Visions and plans came
to him in profusion, but they were like trees whose roots were far too
weak to sustain the thick branches heavy with foliage, and they toppled.
Yet he did not give up.
The death of his wife in 1958; followed within a few months by that of his
daughter, Elaine, almost robbed him of his reason. He withdrew into a
shell and only gradually permitted his closest friends and his other
children and grandchildren to draw him back into the warmth of their love
and friendship. He began to work again and soon his spirits soared to find
new silver-linings. These last few years, he seemed determined to defy
age. His step lacked its former spring. but his heart and mind pulsated
with courage and ideas.
My own relationship with him was compounded of affection and deep friendship, of a desire to help him see himself as I saw him. a quixotic,
philosophic pixie. He was a child in the ways of man but an inspired
colussus in his chosen craft.
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In March 1926, when his works were exhibited at the Jackson P. Higgs
Galleries in New York City, a woman viewer turned to Daniel Chester French,
the sculptor of the Lincoln statue in the Lincoln Memorial,and said,
"Aren't these Iittle things cute?" Mr. French shot back, IIMadam, those
little things are mounte lns;"
And so we bid you farewell, dear friend. Profoundly we thank you for
permitting us to catch a few glimpses of the beauty of the Promised Land
from your mountains. Humbly we ask your forgiveness for our failure to
ease your burdens, while you tended the eternal flame which consumed you
and could not be consumed.
May your memory be a blessing1

